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Ksh. 34 million fund for
Thiha irrigation project
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From left; Agriculture CEC James Wachihi, Nyeri Speaker Hon. John Kaguchia, H.E Governor Mutahi Kahiga and Mukurwe-ini Central
MCA Hon. Gatheru Wamai during a meeting with members of Thiha Sagana Irrigation project at Rutune Primary School in Mukurwe-ini.

In a bid to ensure food security and improvement of diet
during this time of COVID-19 pandemic, the project’s
objectives are purely social, economic and nutritional

benefits which will raise the current 60 hectares of land
under irrigation to 112 hectares.
Story on page 2

“I want to make it clear that the budget allocation for the Artificial Insemination (A.I) vehicles was
done in June last year and procurement of the equipment done later.” H.E Mutahi Kahiga.
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Thiha irrigation project funded Ksh.
34 million to boost food security
The Governor said that the project will help in provision of reliable water for farming, women empowerment in
food production, involvement of youth in modern farming as a way of creating employment and intensification of
land use.

PHOTOS | PETER WANGARI

From left; H.E Governor Mutahi Kahiga, Mukurwe-ini Central MCA Hon. Gatheru Wamai and Nyeri Speaker Hon. John Kaguchia
examining pipes of Thiha Sagana Irrigation project at Rutune Primary School in Mukurwe-ini.
By Liz Mwangi

“

The County Government
of Nyeri has also
supported the project with
land for office construction and 4,060 pipes worth
Ksh. 2 million.
The County Government of Nyeri
jointly with the World Bank through
the Kenya Smart Climate Agriculture Project (KSCAP) has funded
Ksh. 34 million to Thiha Sagana
Irrigation Project in Mukurwe-ini
sub-county.
In a bid to ensure food security
and improvement of diet during
this time of COVID-19 pandemic,
the project’s objectives are purely

social, economic and nutritional
benefits which will raise the current
60 hectares of land under irrigation
to 112 hectares.
Over 500 farmers, who have been
practising sweet potato farming, will
benefit from this project.
Nyeri Governor H.E Mutahi Kahiga
met the project group members at
Rutune Primary School ahead of the
start of the project which is expected
to kick off soon.
The Governor said that the project
will help in provision of reliable
water for farming, women empowerment in food production, involvement of youth in modern farming as
a way of creating employment and
intensification of land use.
The County Government of Nyeri
has also supported the project with
land for office construction and
4,060 pipes worth Ksh. 2 million.

The Governor also interacted with
Mukurwe-ini residents as he distributed masks and sanitizers in a fight
against COVID - 19.
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Boosting food security through
enhancing dairy farming
Nyeri has been oﬀering free A.I services by servicing 12,000 dairy cows annually.

H.E Governor Mutahi Kahiga flagging off
the four A.I vehicles and a tractor outside
Governor’s office in Nyeri town.

“

The governor said that the
distribution of the vehicles will
go a long way in improving the
dairy breeds available in the
county and help to increase
milk production.
PHOTOS | PETER WANGARI

By Liz Mwangi & Jackline Gikunju

Nyeri Governor H. E Mutahi Kahiga
flagged off four Artificial Insemination (A.I) vehicles and one tractor
which will be distributed to Othaya,
Mathira, Kieni East and Kieni West
sub counties for the purposes of
boosting dairy farming in the county.
It is important for food security to be
boosted and sustained.
Speaking at the county headquarters,
the governor said that the distribution
of the vehicles will go a long way in
improving the dairy breeds available
in the county and help to increase
milk production. He added that the
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county plans to extend the services to
all the sub counties in Nyeri.
The tractor will be beneficial to farmers as they will be hiring it at halfprice of the usual tractors, and has the
capacity to harvest and chop foliage
for silage.
Governor Kahiga made clear that the
budget allocation for the vehicles was
done in June last year and procurement of the equipment done later.
Agriculture CEC James Wachihi said
that the vehicles will enhance mobility of the extension officers and raise
the number of AI services offered
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from 12, 000 to 20,000 per year. Most
notably, the County Governement of
Nyeri has been offering free A.I services by servicing 12,000 dairy cows
annually. He added that the vehicles
will aid in mechanisation of agriculture and help in the transition from
traditional methods of farming.
County Assembly Agriculture Committee chair Hon. Mureithi Ndagita
lauded the initiative and promised to
allocate more funds to agriculture to
see to it that all sub counties acquire
an AI vehicle.
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Foundation for Dialogue
donates thermoguns
(infrared thermometers)
By Jackline Gikunju

The Foundation for Dialogue Kenya
donated thermogun machines (infrared
thermometers) to the County Government of Nyeri to aid in the fight against
COVID-19.
Led by the organization’s Dr. Michael
Mugo, the team handed the thermoguns to H. E Governor Mutahi Kahiga,
which will be used to take temperature
of residents in a bid to mitigate the pandemic at all the Nyeri entry points.
The organization has since the onset of
the pandemic modified their counter violent extremism program to counter the
pandemic. Apart from the thermoguns,
they are also supporting community
health volunteers with sanitaries, personal protective equipment and training, all in the effort against COVID-19.
The Governor thanked the organization
noting that the equipment will go a
long way in controlling the virus.

“

Apart from the thermoguns,
they are also supporting
community health volunteers with sanitaries, personal protective equipment
and training, all in the effort
against COVID-19.
He also raised his concern over the
human traffic entering Nyeri, and urged
security officers at the entry points to
be more vigilant. As of last week, 200
000 people entering Nyeri had been
screened for COVID -19.
He termed the rise in positive cases of
the virus a wakeup call, saying it is not
time to drop guard.
The thermoguns donated turns red at
the backlight in case of a person with
high fever (above 38.7), necessitating
medical intervention.

PHOTO | PETER WANGARI

Health Services director Dr. Nelson Muriu (right) taking temperature of H.E Governor Mutahi
Kahiga using one of the thermoguns which were donated by Foundation for Dialogue Kenya
Organization.

Your say on

Facebook
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United against COVID-19

PHOTO | PETER WANGARI

H.E Governor Mutahi Kahiga (right) and Nyeri County Secretary Ben Gachichio (centre) receiving some of the donations from
Medsurge Healthcare Ltd official Alex Gikandi.
By Jackline Gikunju

Nyeri Governor H.E Mutahi Kahiga received donations
from two organizations: Medsurge Healthcare Limited
and World Vision Organization which will be used in the
fight against COVID-19 by the workers in the front line
against the pandemic. The two organizations have joined
a list of other donors who have so far donated equipment
and money through the Nyeri COVID-19 Fund.
Medsurge through their official, Alex Gikandi, donated
cooler boxes to be used in the transportation of samples,
masks and gloves among other assorted medical equipment worth Ksh. 1.2 million.
World Vision Organization through their Regional Finance and Supply chain coordinator John Waiharo donated masks, faceshields, thermoguns and bins among other
assorted medical equipment, noting that the fight against
the virus is not a one-man-show.

Governor Kahiga expressed his gratitude towards the
donors for heeding his call for aid noting that the battle
cannot be won by the government alone. He said that doctors and nurses are on the battlefront against COVID-19
and their safety is a priority.
While at it, he urged all Nyeri residents to follow the
directives issued by the Ministry of Health and invited
people of goodwill to join in the fight by donating to this
noble cause, giving the assurance that the donations given
will be used for the intended purpose.
For those who wish to add to the kitty, the Nyeri
COVID-19 Fund details are: Mpesa Paybill 400 222,
Account No. 562 706 #Your Name. You can also
make a direct deposit through Cooperative Bank Acc:
01141991686400-Nyeri County Covid 19 Fund.
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Kirimukuyu flood victim relocates to a safer ground
By Dynah Mwangi

The County Government of Nyeri
through the Department of Gender,
Youth and Social Services is continuously making efforts to see relief
through support for people who have
been affected by floods and other
disasters across the County.

The department’s officials accompanied by Kirimukuyu MCA Hon.
Anthony Ndagita joined the community who joined hands in contribution of building materials to relocate
Esther Muthoni Mwangi’s family at
Ngaini village in Kirimukuyu Ward,

Mathira West sub-county after being
displaced by floods.
In aid of this family, the department
donated food stuff and some building
material to help reconstruct a house
on a safer ground.

Waiver of 100% interest on land rates
for registered and unregistered plots
The County Government of
Nyeri with H.E Mutahi Kahiga’s approval has issued
notice to land rates defaulters that the 100% interest
sums outstanding as at 19th
May - 19th June 2020 will
be waived on condition
that the rate payer clears
fully the total principle land
rate arreas and pay a 10%
administrative costs based
on the principle amount
payable.
Failure to pay these rates
will lead to the implementation of legal cosequences
that will include:
1. Compelling the land
rates defaulters’ tenants to
pay directly to the County Government until the land rates
and interest are paid in full.
2. Cancellation/withdrawal of any license/permit granted
in the premises in which land rates have not been paid.
3. Withholding of any development approval until full
payment of land rates are received from the said land.
4. Charging of property over unpaid rates plus interest
until the full amount is cleared.
5. Denial of all other services offered by the County Government.

The County Government of Nyeri operates a cashless
payment system hence all payments should be made
through the County Revenue Allocation accpunt held at
Cooperative Bank Nyeri branch, KCB or through M-pesa
paybill number. Payment should be made by obtaining
biils/invoices from the respective sub-county offices.
For easy and convenient payment,downloading the NyeriPay app on playstore is advised.
Payment of rates in time enhances efficient service delivery and development of your county.
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Aid for Tetu landslide
victims
By Dynah Mwangi

PHOTO | SAMUEL KAMWANA

Nyeri County health officer taking temperature during ongoing
screening exercise against COVID-19 at Nairutia, Kieni West
which is one of the Nyeri entry points.

No stone is left
unturned in the
ﬁght against
COVID-19
By Samuel Kamwana

The County Government of Nyeri through the Department of Health Services is working round the clock to
ensure that preparedness against COVID-19 is on top
notch.
The health workers are well prepared and equipped
with knowledge in fighting the pandemic.
The County Health Management Team (CHMT)
officers spearheaded by the CEC Dr. Rachel Kamau
have ensured that all facilities have been supplied
with medical equipment like the surgical gloves, face
masks and Information, education, communication
(IEC materials) amongst others.
Screening at all Nyeri County entry points continues.
These points are; Karatina town, Naromoru, Nairutia,
Kaiguthu and Mukurwe-ini. No positive case has been
reported within the county.
The public was urged to continue staying safe by
washing their hands with soap and running water,
staying at home, wearing a face mask, maintaining
physical distancing, avoid non-essential travel and
public gatherings.

The County Government of Nyeri has donated food items
to help 16 families affected by a landslide that hit part of
Kiangaca village, Gichira, Aguthi /Gaaki ward in Tetu sub
-county. The disaster struck a week ago, wrecking havoc
on the housing units but fortunately no life was lost nor any
casualties reported.
The Governor, who paid a social visit, pledged to help the
families move to safer higher grounds and will dispatch
county engineers and surveyors to assess the situation.
He also committed to donate Ksh. 100 000 to assist in
rebuilding the houses and 10 iron sheets for each family.
Since the tragedy occurred, the families have been taking
refuge in Gichira polytechnic and counseling services
offered.
This is not the first time a landslide has occurred in the
area. A similar incident occurred in year 2015.
Aguthi / Gaaki ward MCA Hon. Stanley Wakibia thanked
the governor for heeding the pleas of the residents.
The Governor also visited Gachima village, Kangaita sub
location where a dam had overflown, flooding people’s
houses, cutting off part of the village from accessing some
areas.
While at it, he took the chance to sensitize residents of the
COVID-19 and distributed masks to them in a bid to curb
the pandemic.
In aid of this family, the department donated food items
and some building materials. Residents have been asked
to quickly contact the county fire brigade via 061 2032961
whenever there is an emergency.

PHOTO | PETER WANGARI
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Social visits for families in Mukurwe-ini
By Dynah Mwangi

The County Government of Nyeri
through the Department of Gender,
Youth and Social Services visited
two vulnerable families and one
floods victim from Mukurwe-ini
sub-county.
The first visit was to Patrick
Maina’s family at Nyahuko villageGikondi ward, whose house was
flooded forcing the victims to move
to safer grounds. The family of six
has little to rely on for their living
as they are heavily dependent on
casual labour. One of Maina’s sons
lives with special needs hence the
wife has to remain at home looking
after him. As a result, the family
has not been in a position to afford
decent housing and proper meals.
In aid of this family, the department
donated food stuff and some building materials.
The second visit was to Anthony
Kimani of Gakira village, Gikondi
ward. Social welfare officers had
earlier on, visited him after his
house was run over by flash floods
that were caused by heavy rains
recently causing two of his house’s
walls to fall off. This was a fulfillment of the promise to give him
a subsequent visit to donate some
building materials.

Officers from the department also
visited Ann Wairimu of Kiang’ondu
village, Kiharo and Mukurwe-ini
Central ward. Ann lives alone and
cannot engage in any economic
activity due to her old age and her
existing medical condition hence is
heavily dependent on well wishers
for her needs. She was assisted with
food stuff and some building materials to help reconstruct her house’s
roof which leaks whenever it rains.
The visit saw relief to residents of
Gikondi ward who were assisted
with face masks and sanitizers.
Speaking during the visit, Gender
CEC Esther Ndung’u urged the
residents to continue observing the
precautions laid by the Ministry of
Health in the fight against the spread
of COVID-19.

“

Ann lives alone and cannot engage in any economic activity due to her
old age and her existing
medical condition hence
is heavily dependent
on well-wishers for her
needs.
Gender CEC Esther Ndung’u (top) and
also officers from the department with the
donations during the visit of the families in
Mukurwe-ini.
PHOTO | DYNAH MWANGI
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Ongoing County projects...

The newly
completed
Birichia ECDE
center classes
in Mugunda
ward, Kieni West
sub-county.
Various County
Government
projects in VTC
and ECDE centres
are still in progress
despite closure due
to the COVID-19
pandemic.

A fire fighting officer unblocking drainages which had interrupted the water flow causing flooding in most parts of the
County following heavy downpour. In case of emergency reach
us on 061 2032961.

Njoguini Water Project officials From
Naromoru- Kiamathaga ward, Kieni East
sub-county received PVC water pipes
purchased by the County Government of
Nyeri. Gitero and Kabati Water Projects
have also benefited.
These are part of Kshs 51 Million worth
of water pipes flagged off by H.E Governor
Mutahi Kahiga which will go to 24 water
projects in the county that are undertaking
water projects this financial year.

Distribution of Hass Avocado to Kamangura farmers recently in Gakawa
ward, Kieni East sub-county.
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Ongoing upgrading of Kaiguri -Nduiga road in Wamagana
ward, Tetu sub-county.

Ongoing rehabilitation of Kiriihiga access road in Kiamuya,
Chinga ward in Othaya sub-county.

Recently upgraded Giakairu and Saigon roads in Karatina
ward, Mathira East.

Upgrading of parking slots in Nyeri town on progress.

Ongoing murraming of roads at King’ong’o shoppping
centre, Rware ward in Nyeri Central sub-county.

Lowering the steep hill at Gatuya-ini - Ruthiru - Kahiga-ini
road, Iria-ini ward in Othaya sub-county.
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Ongoing upgrading of Green Edges - Muindi - Gategwa road in Ruring’u Ward, Nyeri Central sub -county.

Ongoing upgrading of one of the roads in Karima ward, Othaya sub-county.
Ongoing upgrading of Ndumanu-Kiangurwe road in Magutu ward, Mathira.

Rehabilitation of Rurera-ini kwa Chepkwoni-Forest road in Njeng’u
Mweiga ward, Kieni West has kicked off.

Upgrading of Arumathi- Kiamuiru and Kahururu - Githiru
roads in Gatitu/ Muruguru ward, Nyeri Central sub-county.
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Newly constructed
Matiriongo Bridge in
Chinga ward, Othaya
sub-county.

Newly installed street lights in Aguthi/ Gaaki ward, Tetu
sub-county.

Upgrading of Kianda road and Kanyiri road on
progress at Gakawa ward, Kieni East.

Installation of high mast flood light (mulika mwizi) at Mweiga AIPCA
junction to benefit the new market in Mweiga ward.

The new status of King’ong’o Estate roads in
Rware ward have been gravelled and
compacted.

Street lights put in place at Mutaga Trading Centre, Ruguru ward,
Mathira.

